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That SummerThat Summer
by Jennifer Weiner
While trying to pinpoint the root of her
dissatisfaction with her life, Daisy
Shoemaker beings receiving misdirected
emails meant for another woman and
begins living vicariously through her until
she discovers that their connection was not
completely accidental.

21st Birthda21st Birthdayy
by James Patterson
Investigating the disappearance of a young
mother and her baby girl, Detective Lindsay
Boxer is presented with evidence that not
only proves the innocence of the husband
but places the lives of women all over the
state of California in grave danger.

Robert B. PRobert B. Parkarker's Per's Paaybackyback
by Mike Lupica
When her best friend Spike’s restaurant is
taken over under a predatory loan
agreement, PI Sunny Randall begins to
investigate while helping a victim of another
crime—two seemingly different cases that
converge into one deadly mystery.

LLocal Wocal Woman Missingoman Missing
by Mary Kubica
When Delilah, who disappeared 11 years
earlier when she was only six years old,
shockingly returns, the residents of a quiet
suburban neighborhood want to know what
happened to her, but no one is prepared for
what they’ll find.

The WThe Woman With the Blue Staroman With the Blue Star
by Pam Jenoff
Inspired by the harrowing true stories of
those who hid from the Nazis in the sewers,
this emotional testament to the power of
friendship follows Ella, an affluent Polish
girl, as she helps Sadie and her pregnant
mother survive despite the worsening
dangers of the war.

Find YFind You Firstou First
by Linwood Barclay
Searching for the children he has never
known, tech billionaire Miles Cookson,
diagnosed with a terminal illness, discovers
that, one by one, his potential heirs are
vanishing – every trace of them wiped, like
they never existed at all.

Independent Bones : A SarIndependent Bones : A Sarahah
Booth DelaneBooth Delaney Mysteryy Mystery
by Carolyn Haines
When a notorious domestic abuser is found
dead, suspicions turn to visiting feminist
professor Dr. Alala Diakos who is linked to
two similar, previous deaths, and sassy
Southern PI Sarah Booth Delaney is tasked
with finding the real criminal who may be

closer than she thinks.

The Final TThe Final Twistwist
by Jeffery Deaver
Taking on a mission his father began years
ago—to find a missing courier bag that
contains a catastrophic secret—Colter
Shaw plays cat and mouse game with a
corporate espionage firm and gets some
help from an unexpected figure from his
past to expose the truth.

Arctic Storm RisingArctic Storm Rising
by Dale Brown
Exiled to guard a remote radar post along
Alaska’s Arctic Frontier, U.S. Air Force
intelligence officer Nicholas Flynn, after an
American F-22 collides with a Russian
interloper, is ordered to find a missing
stealth bomber before the enemy and
prevent a potential nuclear holocaust.

The NewcomerThe Newcomer
by Mary Kay Andrews
After her sister is murdered, Letty
Carnahan goes on the run with her 4-year-
old niece to Florida’s Gulf Coast where she
is taken in by a hotel owner and her cynical
son, a police detective, who believes she is a
danger to them all.

While Justice Sleeps : A NoWhile Justice Sleeps : A Novvelel
by Stacey Abrams
"An inside-Washington thriller about an
ambitious law clerk thrown into a life-or-
death treasure hunt with major national
implications when the Supreme Court
justice she works for slips into a sudden
coma"
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Project Hail MaryProject Hail Mary
by Andy Weir
The sole survivor on a desperate, last-chance mission to save both humanity and the earth, Ryland Grace is hurtled into the
depths of space when he must conquer an extinction-level threat to our species

Family Reunion : A NoFamily Reunion : A Novvelel
by Nancy Thayer
Newly widowed, Eleanor Sunderland finds dreams of a family reunion in Nantucket shattered when her money-driven children
suggest she sell the house and move to a retirement, and finds a lone ally in her 22-year-old granddaughter, Ari, who moves in
with her for the summer.

LLegacyegacy
by Nora Roberts
After launching her own line of yoga and workout videos, Adrian Rizzo begins receiving death threats, which lead her back
home to Maryland, where she, with the help of her childhood crush, must find the truth when the threats escalate to murder

The Lady Has a PThe Lady Has a Pastast
by Amanda Quick
When her boss disappears while on a health retreat at an exclusive spa, investigative apprentice Lyra Brazier goes undercover
with the help of a man with a unique gift, and together, they are plunged into a world darker and more dangerous than they ever
could have imagined.

The Summer of LThe Summer of Lost and Fost and Foundound
by Mary Alice Monroe
With her family, finances, emotions, relationships and health teetering on the brink, Linnea Rutledge finds her life further
complicated by her feelings for John, an old flame who turns up from California and is quarantining next door.

The StepsistersThe Stepsisters
by Susan Mallery
Brought back together when Cassidy, the little sister they have in common, suddenly needs them both, Daisy and Sage must
cast aside their hatred for each other to care for Cassidy and are caught off guard when long-buried secrets lead to forgiveness
and a powerful friendship.

PPeople Weople We Meet on Ve Meet on Vacationacation
by Emily Henry
What happens when best friends with nothing in common come together, fall apart, and fall in love? The Vacationers meets
When Harry Met Sally..., from the author of Beach Read

The SaboteursThe Saboteurs
by Clive Cussler
Thwarting the attempted assassination of a U.S. Senator, detective Isaac Bell traces the attack to a plot involving the nearly
constructed Panama Canal and a local insurgency that would prevent its completion. By the authors of The Titanic Secret.

The PlotThe Plot
by Jean Hanff Korelitz
Wildly successful author Jacob Finch Bonner, who had stolen the plot of his book from a late student, fights to hide the truth
from his fans and publishers, while trying to figure out who wants to destroy him.
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